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“In order to be irreplaceable,  
   one must always be different”  
          - Coco Chanel 
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Abstract 

This whitepaper details the benefits, functionalities, and implementations 
of WAAM, a blockchain-based token protocol designed to enable mutual 

economic benefit between retailers, brands, and consumers via a 
community-based cryptocurrency rewards system. 

As a decentralized protocol, WAAM will enable the utility 
of a native cryptocurrency, recorded ownership, 
management rights over one’s personal user information, 
and a cutting-edge analysis tool to effectively optimize 
the online retail experience. 

As a first step in penetrating the mass market, WAAM will 
harness the power of inFASH, a fashion community 
network that connects fashion loves, online shoppers, and 
brands/retailers in a seamless and direct peer-to-peer 
(P2P) marketplace.  

By utilizing Ethereum-based smart contracts, WAAM 
aims to offer a solution to some of the  existing challenges 

faced by the e-commerce industry, including the shoppers’ 
lack of control over their personal data, a high percentage of 

merchandise returns, and outdated functionalities preventing 
monetization via direct P2P connectivity between individuals and brands/
retailers. 

Overview  




1  "Global Ecommerce: Statistics and Growth Trends [Infographic] - Shopify”, 1 Sep. 2017 
2  "The State of Fashion - McKinsey”, 2017  
3   www.statista.com/statistics/266249/advertising-revenue-of-google     &  
    www.statista.com/statistics/544001/facebooks-advertising-revenue-worldwide-usa  
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 With the soaring demand for online shopping over the past decade, global e-
commerce is forecasted to reach an over 245% increase in sales, rising from 
$1.3 trillion to $4.5 trillion by 20211. Now that more clothing items and fashion 
accessories are being purchased digitally than ever before, the result has 
produced a market size estimated at $2.4 trillion in sales2, mainly due to the 
booming effect of fashion-oriented platforms such as Instagram, Pinterest, and 
Tumblr. The two online advertising giants, Facebook and Google, earned $123.5 
billion in  2017 in total  revenue  from  their advertising services alone3 - all 
while the users received  nothing for the monetization  of  their  personal data.  

https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/global-ecommerce-statistics
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/retail/our%20insights/the%20state%20of%20fashion/the-state-of-fashion-mck-bof-2017-report.ashx
http://www.statista.com/statistics/266249/advertising-revenue-of-google
http://www.statista.com/statistics/544001/facebooks-advertising-revenue-worldwide-usa


Overview	 


This is where WAAM comes in. 
 
The WAAM Vision  
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Today, brands, retailers and various innovative platforms are constantly 
looking for new ways to leverage these trends and encapsulate this 
shopping behavior into a unified, global ecosystem, where users can easily 
and accurately purchase through photos of items linked to retail sites in a 
method that will minimize item returns and increase sales volumes overall. 
Under the current climate, however, there are deep-rooted industry barriers 
which must be overcome in order to successfully implement a self-
sustained, community-governed, one-stop-shop e-commerce ecosystem. 

WAAM envisions an ecosystem in which its participants have an equal opportunity to monetize 
consensually-released personal data assets on various retail platforms. To achieve this goal, WAAM 
plans to offer as part of its features a Retail Power Tool (RPT), enabling retailers to expand their reach 
to new audiences and increase their online sales with minimal item returns and chargebacks, all 
while benefiting every participant in the community through direct interaction between brands, 
retailers, and consumers. 

As a standalone platform, WAAM will invite apps to use its protocol, starting with embedding inFASH 
into the WAAM portfolio as its first commercial use case. This will enable WAAM to bootstrap itself by 
utilizing inFASH’s network of users and strategic partnerships.  

As a dynamic, incentive-based, and e-commerce-oriented protocol, WAAM will implement a 
community-driven crypto rewards system that will benefit all participants in the inFASH ecosystem 
and bolster the platform’s “shop-the-look” process, in which users can trust the outcome of their 
online shopping experience to the same degree as they do when shopping in the physical world.  

Once a critical mass is reached, WAAM will become available for adaptation across different 
platforms and industries, while inviting diverse apps and DApps.
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WAAM -The Next Generation of Personalized Online Shopping  

 
Reducing product returns and chargebacks



4  www.entrepreneur.com/article/306727   
5  www.invespcro.com/blog/ecommerce-product-return-rate-statistics  
6  www.invespcro.com/blog/ecommerce-product-return-rate-statistics  
7 www.bigcommerce.com/blog/e-commerce-trends/ 
        #147-online-shopping-statistics-behind-why-these-e-commerce-trends-matter-most 
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With blockchain technology redefining interactions between companies and 
consumers, WAAM seeks to be an integral part   of the booming e-commerce 
sector and to help solve some of the critical issues ailing the industry. 

Nowadays, more than 30% of all fashion-
related products ordered online are 
returned4, this in comparison to just 8.89% 
in “traditional” brick-and-mortar stores5. Of 
the returned online purchases, 22% are 
cited to have been returned because the 
shoppers felt the items “looked different” 
than what they originally saw online6. 

Product returns are the Achilles’ heel of 
fashion e-commerce, representing a 
significant obstacle for merchants and 
online fashion sellers. According to a 
recent study examining the e-commerce 
trends of 2018, 42% of online shoppers say 
they have made purchases they later 
regretted, with Millennials more likely to 
experience “buyer’s remorse” than any 
other generation (51% compared to 37%)7. 

A central cause of product returns in the 
fashion segment of today’s e-commerce 
industry is the predominant tendency to 
d e s i g n a n d m a r ke t c l o t h i n g a n d 
accessories mainly tailored to slim body 
shapes, resulting in a highly-vocalized 
source of f rustration f rom plus-size 
customers who realize, only too late, that 
the items purchased are in fact not 
designed for them, but rather designed as 
scaled-up, double-sized versions of 
clothing produced for slimmer body 
shapes. 
Another critical cause of frustration for 
many consumers is the lack of clarity and 

precision with existing sizing tools for 
shopping fashion products online. Based 
on general measurement standards     
(“Size M”, “0”, “38”, etc.) and imprecise 
information regarding body shape and 
type (slim body shape; sporty type, etc.), 
many online shoppers find it difficult to 
find well-fitting clothes according to their 
individual characteristics. 

To tackle this, WAAM will utilize inFASH’s 
novel search feed mechanism for 
addressing sizing compatibility in online 
purchases.  

The customizable feed allows users to view 
and follow real, everyday models whose 
styles and body types they can actually 
relate to. Each accessory and article of 
clothing modeled in the wardrobe posts 
will have an auto-tag with an embedded 
link to the corresponding retailer/brand 
website, where the exact - as well as 
similar - items can be purchased. This 
makes finding a specific piece of clothing 
as easy as a click of a button, without the 
t ime-consuming task of searching 
through countless images.  

Users will be able to more accurately 
estimate how the merchandise might look 
on their physiques, providing them with a 
more true-to-life sizing method. This new 
method should help substantially reduce 
the number of product returned.  

http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/306727
http://www.invespcro.com/blog/ecommerce-product-return-rate-statistics
http://www.invespcro.com/blog/ecommerce-product-return-rate-statistics
http://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/e-commerce-trends/#147-online-shopping-statistics-behind-why-these-e-commerce-trends-matter-most
http://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/e-commerce-trends/#147-online-shopping-statistics-behind-why-these-e-commerce-trends-matter-most


Generating incremental revenues










  8  https://twitter.com/andlewis/status/24380177712?lang=en 
  9  See WAAM Participants section 
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One of WAAM’s key features is rewarding users with WAAM tokens in return for certain 
engagements with the platform. In WAAM’s ecosystem, each user has full control over his/
her personal data, created content, and its usages. This enables users to monetize and 
trade their data, fully or partially, in exchange for rewards.  

When embedded in the inFASH fashion platform, whose motto is 
  “If you are not paying for it, you're not the customer; you're the product being sold.”  

-Andrew Lewis,8 
users will become an integral part of an economy that incentivizes and rewards them with 
tokens for their activities benefiting the growth of the community.  

Contributors within WAAM’s platform9 are incentivized to share their originally-created 
“looks” in exchange for tokens, as well as earn rewards10 when users click on their auto-
tagged items and are redirected (now as potential shoppers) to the retailer or brand 
websites. By generating a new source of revenue, in the form of earned cryptocurrency 
rewards, users can increase their spending on shopping within WAAM’s portfolio, 
benefiting all participants - buyers and sellers. 

Members of the community can also sell their second-hand clothing items as part of the 
ecosystem’s fashion economy, where all transactions involving second-hand clothes will 
be completed using WAAM tokens. Through a P2P second-hand marketplace, WAAM will 
offer customized deals and discounts to maximize market value and sales efficiency, 
benefiting shoppers and retailers not only with increased sales and customers’ 
satisfaction but also by minimizing item returns post-purchase. 

https://twitter.com/andlewis/status/24380177712?lang=en


10  Rewards will be automatically distributed  via smart contracts as % of the total sales 

Restoring personal data ownership

The Retail Power Tool (RPT)

To effectively utilize this data,  the  Retail  Power Tool  will  
allow brands and retailers to access and analyze the data  
and shopping  habits, consensually released by shoppers.  
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Brands and retailers most commonly 
advertise and communicate with their 
potential online customers via channels 
like Facebook, Google, etc., as these 
platforms are known to analyze, collect, 
and archive users’ digital footprint data; 
however, in many cases the data most 
desired by advertisers isn’t shared in full 
but only a fraction of it, in a way that we 
see as reducing the efficiency of the 
marketing effort.  
    

Since these major players retain ownership 
of the data collected on their network, they 
retain the power to arbitrarily prioritize their 
own advertisements. The decentralized 
architecture of WAAM is built to eliminate 
the power of two e-commerce giants and 
allows platform participants to interact 
with each other in a cheaper, more 
transparent environment thanks to 
WAAM’s peer-to-peer architecture.  

As users interact across e-commerce 
platforms connected via the WAAM 
platform, they generate a digital footprint 
of their shopping interests and habits, 
recorded off-chain, together with records 
of transactions provided by merchants. 
Users can choose to keep this personal 
data private or to profit f rom it by 
agreeing to share it with retailers and 
brands in exchange for WAAM token. 
  
By sharing their personal data and 
granting retailers/brands access to their 
purchasing habits, shopping trends, and 
online behaviors, users will enable retailers 
and brands to offer personalized deals and 
discounts that are optimized to fit the 
shoppers’ individual taste. 

WAAM aims to restore the control over 
data ownership to its original owners - the 
users - while simultaneously providing 
them with new ways to profit from their 
data and gain a more enjoyable and 
personal shopping experience.

User information will be split into two main user data types

Digital  footprint  data, consisting  of the behavior trends and 
preferences,  such as  items clicked on or purchased;  “likes”, types 
of product and brands favored; preferred pricing (i.e., discounted 
versus full price), tendency of product return history,  etc. 

2

   Personal data, as filled by the user on the corresponding app1



Retailers and brands will then have the ability to create pinpointed marketing campaigns 
targeting users on the platform and allocate WAAM tokens to reward these users accordingly. 

11 See technical chapter for further details 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● WAAM receives users’ personal details and preferences.  
● Data is recorded off-chain, while the hashed access links to the data, as well as activity logs - such as offers and 

purchases - are stored on-chain.11 
● Retailers and brands use the Retail Power Tool to analyze the gathered data and create lists of targeted users 

for personalized offers. Once the retailer/brand sets its campaign and allocated budget (in WAAM tokens), they 
can approach the targeted users with incentivized offers for participating in the campaign.  

● Users are rewarded with WAAM tokens in exchange for their willingness to receive customized advertisements.  
● Upon a given user’s acceptance of the offer by clicking on a retailer’s/brand’s link, the WAAM protocol will send 

the relevant user an allocated amount of tokens from the retailer/brand.
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Catapulting WAAM via inFASH  

inFASH is an online social e-commerce platform which objective is to 
redefine the way fashion lovers and consumers shop and interacts with 
brands, retailers, and each other while providing a shopping experience 
based more on dynamic visual stimulation rather than on text and 
allowing any user to post self-styled “looks”.  

By using a seamless AI system with an auto-tag mechanism, users can 
easily link the clothes and accessories they are wearing to brand/retailer 
websites and generate profit from every sale, regardless of the number of 
followers or likes they have, providing all participants with an equal 
opportunity to become paid a “model”. 

For shoppers, online image boards and photo aggregators such as 
Pinterest and Instagram provide valuable inspiration for creating new 
trends or purchasing unique styles, and as such draw high numbers of 
views to fashion-related posts; however, the majority of these posts tend to 
provide little to no information about the brand or retailer of the fashion 
item(s) pictured, and additionally retain the users’ data for themselves 
without sharing it with brands or retailers, holding complete power over 
the data and preventing brands/retailers from maximizing their revenues 
as well as users from monetizing their valuable data.   

WAAM, on the other hand, will be fully transparent and provide all the 
collected users’ shopping habits and data to brands and retailers - 
naturally only after consent from the users, who are incentivized to 
participate in this trading of information in exchange for receiving tokens, 
a mechanism that will benefit both sides - shoppers and sellers. 

In addition, WAAM will bring a novel shopping experience with unique 
features gained from apps and DApps within WAAM’s portfolio, such as in 
the case of its synergy with inFASH, which introduces body shape 
compatibility and the world’s first-ever cryptocurrency-based platform 
where brands and retailers reward participants directly with tokens for 
promoting activities. 
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inFASH product features 

 
Upload your LOOK  
Users can post their unique “Look” by 
uploading a picture of themselves. 
Making them into an inFASH “model”. 

 

 

Photo Ai   
Once a photo or a video is uploaded, an 
integrated Ai system takes the LOOK  
categories it’s elements, auto-tagging 
each one with shoppable links. 
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Rewarding Mechanism

 On inFASH users’ activity is viewed as valuable and 
thus users are rewarded for it. In fact, the more active 
the users are the bigger the rewards.



 

Everyone can be a Fashion Editor  
While the photo Ai auto-tag the picture 
with suggested shoppable links, the 
user has the f inal say on which of the 
suggested links will be used.  
Giving everyone  the opportunity to edit 
the best items and influence their 
community.  

 

Shop the Look 
When users come across an item 
t h a t t h e y l i ke a n d wa n t to 
purchase, all they need to do is 
click on the relevant item and the 
exact or a similar item will be 
displayed with information on the 
brand and price, providing for a 
s e a m l e s s p i c - t o - p u r c h a s e 
experience. 
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Customizable Feed   
Allows users to view and follow real, 
everyday “models” whose styles and body 
types they can relate to, providing them 
with a more true-to-life sizing method. 
 

 

Wishlist  
When users come across a look or 
an item they like but are not ready 
to purchase just yet, they can easily 
save it by adding it to their wishlist. 
Granting them fast access to the 
checkout later on. 

Shop by Video - The user can upload a 
video with his look providing the shopper 
an amazing shopping experience with all 
the benefits of Photo AI and more. 
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Get Advice   
Users can share their wishlist with their friends to get 
their advice before deciding which items to purchase.



Future Features 

Second-Hand Market - Creating an 
ecosystem of fashion lovers is the 
best way to create a fashion second-
hand market. Each uploaded "look" 
can be linked to retailers in order to 
gain rewards, or it can be offered for 
sale directly to fellow community 
members on the network. 

Crypto wallet - Embedded in the 
app, a crypto wallet will enable 
users to receive rewards, trade 
fashion items between themselves 
and buy discounted fashion items 
from retailers. 

Stylists section - InFASH provides 
stylists with a working environment 
where they can make relevant 
c o n n e c t i o n s b e t w e e n u s e r s 
(shoppers) and models to assemble 
“LOOKS” matching the body shapes 
and styles desired by shoppers. 

Gifts - Choose a gift for your friends 
from thousands of retailers and give 
them the ability to replace it 
seamlessly with any one of them, 
not limiting them to the sole retailer 
from which the item(s) came. 

Customized retail offers - Get personalized offers from retailers/
brands on items more suitable to what you’re looking for with 
personalized pricing and discounts through the app. 

SMBs (Small and Medium-Sized Businesses) - Creating tools that 
will enable SMBs in the fashion industry to enhance their capabilities 
in running their businesses and marketing their products. 

User / Model Chat - Giving users and models the ability to interact 
using text, photo-sending options, interactive symbols, and more. 

Price Tracking - Have an item on your wishlist? You can ask to be 
updated if the item’s price changes on the retailer’s website. 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WAAM’s Ecosystem and benefits  
Based on a system of activity rewards and active participation, WAAM will 
benefit inFASH’s user base with increased community interaction as well 
as empower and drive individuals to partake in the visual marketing of 
their own personal fashion styles.  

By uniting consumers and retailers on a decentralized social platform 
bolstered by an internal economy, WAAM will incentivize participants to 
exchange style knowledge, idea inspiration, and shoppable merchandise 
on a network free of monopolized control.  

As the ecosystem grows in number and reaches wider audiences, it is 
expected that retailers and brands will increase their budget allocations to 
models and influencers who promote their items on the network, 
providing users with more opportunities to be rewarded for their platform 
engagement. 

The Participants 

As the first real-life use case of embedding WAAM protocol into an online 
retail platform, InFASH will enable  WAAM access to the following participants 

Users
Users are individuals on the inFASH 
mobile or web application who have 
logged into the system and have 
added the minimum details required 
to register and open a profile. 

Profiles wil l be constructed in 
percentage-based steps containing 
various information requirements 
until 100% completion is reached. For 
each step, the users will be rewarded 
with added features or WAAM 
tokens, depending on the value of the 
information provided. 

Users will be assigned wallets and private keys in which they can retain 
WAAM tokens gained by brand campaigns and rewards for app activity, 
or make tokens payments to other participants within the ecosystem.
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Shoppers
A Shopper is any user on the 
platform who has clicked on a 
tagged link published by a Model, 
or has had a link promoted 
directly to him/her by a Retailer/
Brand, and completed a purchase 
as a direct referral f rom the 
inFASH app.  

Shoppers are motivated to use the 
platform in order to shop for 
clothing and accessories with 
inFASH’s unique, customizable feed, 
increasing the ease of use, clarity, 
and accuracy of measurement for 
all shapes and body types. 

Using inFASH’s state-of-the-art image recognition and auto-tagging 
software, Shoppers can enjoy an enhanced shop-the-look experience 
where purchases can be made instantly. 

Shoppers will receive as a reward WAAM tokens for each purchase made 
through Model-tagged Retailer/Brand links. Additionally, Shoppers will 
have the ability to earn WAAM tokens directly from Retailers and Brands 
in exchange for sharing their personal data (which contains their 
shopping habits), boosting Shoppers’ online purchase experience.  

Models
Models are users who have published 
at least one “look” on the inFASH 
network and auto - tagged the 
clothing items and/or accessories 
appearing in the published “look” 
with relevant product information. 
This will allow Models to transfer 
traffic from their published “looks” to 
Retailer/Brand websites, earning 
them WAAM tokens as a reward, and 
potentially sponsorship should the 
status level of “ Influencer ” be 
attained.
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Models will earn a token reward for each purchase initiated through the 
auto-tag system, as well as potentially receive tokens as an incentive from 
Retailers, Brands and advertisers wishing to promote their products. 
Through WAAM’s P2P system, Models can also receive tokens from other 
users wanting to tip them for posting “looks” that they like. 

Influencers/Top Models
Models who have gained a higher 
number of followers, “likes” and 
have generated purchases and 
helped increase general traffic will 
be regarded as Influencers.  

As an incentive, Influencers will 
receive a higher portion of WAAM 
tokens per sale generated by their 
auto-tagged items, as well as 
tokens from Retailers and Brands 
in exchange for promoting their 
items. 

According to recent statistics, 
consumers are increasingly 
looking to influencers for fashion 
advice - 9 out of 10 consumers 
trust an influencer more than 
traditional advertisements or 
celebrity endorsements.12 Retailers 
and Brands will be able to use 
WAAM tokens to incentivize 
prominent Influencers, Models 
and Shoppers to advertise their 
offerings.

Additionally, Influencers in the community will further benefit platform 
participants not only by serving as fashion-inspiring icons, true-to-life 
clothing models, and gateways to a seamless shop-the-look experience 
for users and potential shoppers, but also by generating the increased 
participation of Retailers and Brands in the community, increasing the 
opportunities for customized shopping offers for users. 
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12 "The State of Fashion - McKinsey." 2018

https://cdn.businessoffashion.com/reports/The_State_of_Fashion_2018_v2.pdf
https://cdn.businessoffashion.com/reports/The_State_of_Fashion_2018_v2.pdf
https://cdn.businessoffashion.com/reports/The_State_of_Fashion_2018_v2.pdf


Stylists
Users who act as a channel between Brands/
Models/Influencers and Shoppers by helping 
involved participants to find the best matching 
items for their shopping requirements. 


In addition to the benefits that Users receive, 
Stylists will also be paid with WAAM tokens from 
community members who would like to receive 
fashion advice


Retailers and Brands
Retailers and Brands who are part of the 
WAAM ecosystem will benefit from 
using the audience-targeting Retail 
Power Tool (RPT), allowing them to 
accurately predict and select network 
customers to offer tailor-made discounts 
and incentives. 

The RPT will enable Retailers and Brands 
to set targeted marketing campaigns 
based on high-resolution sliced data, 
gathered and analyzed in real time by 
statistical tools embedded within the 
protocol.

Apps, DApps and Developers
WAAM will be launched using the inFASH 
platform as its first use case, while in parallel 
setting its sights on inviting cross-platform 
and cross-industry apps and DApps to join its 
portfolio. 

With its versatile applications and numerous 
retail use cases across different e-commerce 
venues, such as electronics and media; toys, 
hobbies and DIY; and furniture and 
appliances, external developers will be able to 
use the WAAM protocol as a standardized, 
decentralized loyalty program while being 
rewarded for their contributions with tokens.
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Token Utility  
The WAAM token is at the core of the WAAM protocol and its interface 
with e-commerce platforms. In addition to its utility purposes within the 
platform, the WAAM token provides two main functionalities within the 
economy: rewards and governance. 

Governance 
As the market expands, governance structure will be embedded into the 
platform. In structuring the economy, different outcomes will be taken into 
account in order to keep the smooth - yet community driven - operation of 
the platform. We plan to employ a democratic voting mechanism, with 
voting rights based on a measure of network activity assessment. At this 
stage of development, the right data metric is too difficult to forecast, as 
such this will be structured as the development and adaptation by users 
progress.  

Rewards 
WAAM tokens will not only be utilized for facilitating payments between 
participants within the ecosystem, but also serve as a tool to stimulate 
WAAM’s network growth. Engines of growth for the platform include 
incentivizing tools for participants, such as: 

▼ Rewards (in the form of WAAM tokens) to users within the ecosystem in 
order to help organically promote its expansion and ongoing community 
management.  

The rewards will be proportionally distributed among participants who 
generate the most value in the ecosystem, whether by taking part in roles 
as oracle nodes or promoting its usage across social platforms.  

▼ Rewards to oracles: In the context of blockchains and 
smart contracts, an oracle is an agent that verifies real-world 
occurrences and submits this information to a blockchain to 
be used by its smart contracts. The smart contracts contain 
value that can only be unlocked if certain predefined 
conditions are met, and the primary task of oracles is to enable 
the smart contracts’ functions in a trusted manner. 

▼ On-Going Rewards (in WAAM tokens) to users within the 
ecosystem who partake in generating sales and transactions 
between members, brands/retailers. 
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▼ Data rights management, allowing users to share their 
data with selected retailers and brands in exchange for 
promotional materials and remuneration in WAAM tokens. 

▼ Service fees will be paid as % of sales to providers and apps 
that offer the WAAM protocol to their users. Any platform or 
DApp that joins the WAAM network will be able to earn tokens 
for their services in a proportionate quantity per transaction. 

▼ Early adopter retailers will be rewarded (in WAAM tokens) 
for using the RPT and for offering special promotions to the 
community. 
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A. Exchange WAAM for fiat currencies, or the extent that such exchange will be feasible. 
B. Use WAAM tokens to reward influencers promoting their products inside the app. 
C. Use WAAM tokens to pay referral fees to WAAM DApps which help to facilitate 

transactions.

N
O

TE
S

I. All referral fees transferred by retailers/brands to platforms using the 
WAAM protocol, such as inFASH, will be paid by WAAM tokens, the sole 
currency in which fees will be paid. 

II. It is assumed that once retailers/brands accept WAAM tokens from 
shoppers, they will use these tokens in three ways:

COMMUNITY MEMBERS AND PROCESS FLOW
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Technical  
WAAM and Blockchain 
Combining blockchain technology with the WAAM platform will enable a 
streamlined experience for all participants through the benefits gained by 
decentralization and increased transparency.  

▼ Cutting Costs: Reducing high marketing costs, which are currently 
charged by third-parties and by large intermediaries, will benefit all 
participants within the platform, helping shoppers, models and influencers 
keep more money in their pockets. 

▼ Immutability & Security: Once users’ data is encrypted using 
blockchain technology, it is secured from tampering and outside influence, 
creating assurance for users wanting more control over their personal data 
as well as for brands and retailers who benefit from accurate data analysis. 

In addition, the immutable track record of historical data, which can be 
later used to trace transactions back to their origins, will benefit all 
platform participants to effectively track their activity and rewards history.  

▼ Increased Efficiency: Automation of internal transactions and 
processes via a layer of trustless smart contracts to execute real-time 
interactions between participants. 

▼  Transparency: Consensually-released private data will be transparently 
viewable to retailers, increasing trust between parties.  

The transparency of the data will enable retailers and brands to plan and 
execute pinpointed marketing campaigns using actual, up-to-date data on 
shopping habits accessible through the Retail Power Tool, enabling 
shoppers to benefit from exposure to personal-customized offers based on 
their unique attributes.  

 The Ethereum Blockchain 

WAAM tokens will follow the ERC20 token standard to power the platform 
with the  Ethereum blockchain and smart contracts features. 

Known for the universality of its usage, the ERC20 standard will enable 
access to a wide array of platform features and provide better 
transferability and convertibility for the  WAAM tokens. 

Ethereum is a time-tested, distributed public blockchain network 
functioning as an open software platform that enables developers to build 
and deploy decentralized apps. It is a public blockchain with a large, 
growing community supporting it.  
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Due to Ethereum's relative stability and engaged community of 
developers, WAAM will base its architecture on the Ethereum blockchain. 
As new blockchain technologies emerge, which may offer better (faster; 
cheaper) interactions between nodes, WAAM may shift to a different 
blockchain platform in the future for scalability reasons and/or other 
similar benefits. 

WAAM is an elaborate protocol consisting of core components and smart 
contracts with which each DApp/App aiming to be integrated with the 
WAAM protocol must be compatible. 

Smart contracts:  

1. Profile Contract - created upon registration, storing hash links to file 
storage with profile data, photos, etc. 

2. Offer Contract - a “non-final offer” which the parties can negotiate; 
created mainly by retailers and offered to promoters. 

3. Agreement Contract - created once parties agree on specific 
cooperation; for example, a model agrees to promote a brand’s new 
clothing line.  

4. Purchase Contract - a direct proposal from retailers/brands 
(sometimes in cooperation with models) to shoppers. 

Unique, future contracts per product and/or retailer/brand will be added as 
the platform scales. 

Core components: 
1. Reward protocol - a core procedure in the WAAM ecosystem which 

seamlessly distributes rewards via smart contracts to the following:  
● Users - gain token rewards based on their actions, influence, 

and contribution.  
● Dapps/Apps - receive rewards in proportion to money spent by 

their users on the platform (transaction value). 
2.  Storage -  initially, the data will be stored on a cloud solution and 

later, pending scalability needs, may be stored in a distributed way, 
such as using IPFS or Swarm.  

The WAAM protocol functions as the direct link between applications (such as 
the inFASH platform and WAAM’s protocol Storage), with the division of data 
units performed as follows: 

✦ Data is stored off-chain on a cloud solution.  
✦ Hashed access links as well as activity logs - such as offers and purchase - 

will be stored on-chain.  
✦ Side-chain functionality will be used as a future case to resolve any 

scalability or speed of transactions issues. 

GitHub algorithm report available on the following link:  
https://github.com/smartologic-io/WAAM
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The Market Landscape (WAAM/inFASH)  

The e-commerce fashion market encompasses the online trading of 
articles of clothing, not including the purchase or resale of second-hand 
used clothing items.  

At a current value of more than USD$2.4 trillion, the fashion market has 
become a massive industry in the global economy. The Asian online 
fashion market alone is expected to reach $1.4 trillion by 2020.13 

Due to a rise in the usage of social media and online shopping in recent 
years, an increase in the number of social networks encouraging online 
product purchases is steadily changing global purchasing habits, with 
nearly a quarter of online shoppers (23%) directly influenced by social 
media recommendations, while 42% of online customers find 
recommendations from friends and family influential.14 Tellingly, 30% of 
online shoppers say they would be likely to make a purchase initiated from 
a social media network like Facebook, Pinterest, Instagram, Twitter, or 
Snapchat - a trend influenced by the rise of mobile-driven impulse buying 
as technologies begin to streamline the transition from product discovery 
to product purchase. Additionally, 51% of Millennials, 36% of Gen Xers, and 
14% of baby boomers would be likely to make a purchase directly via social 
media,15 with average revenue per user (ARPU) measured at US$644.1516 
and worldwide total digital advertising spending accounted at $204 billion 
in 2017 17 (with more than half of this amount spent on advertisements on 
Google and Facebook).  

 
13    "The State of Fashion - McKinsey." 2018. 
14 https://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/e-commerce-trends/#147-online-shopping-statistics-behind-why-

these-e-commerce-trends-matter-most 
15  "Ecommerce Trends in 2018 (+147 Statistics ...." 
16  https://www.statista.com/outlook/243/100/e-commerce/worldwide#companies 
17  https://www.statista.com/statistics/266249/advertising-revenue-of-google/  
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KEY FACTS

eCommerce market 
REVENUE  

USD $2.4 TRILLION

GLOBAL ANNUAL 
GROWTH RATE13  

 10% 
CAGR 

2017-2020

LARGEST SEGMENT 

FASHION 

$521 BILLION  
2018

USER PENETRATION 

53,8% 
NOW

59,9% 
2022

AVERAGE REVENUE  

$644.15 
PER USER 

ARPU

DIGITAL ADVERTISING 
GLOBAL vs Facebook & Google 

   60,54%  or 
$ 123.5 BILLION

$204B

2017
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Competitor Analysis  

Within the fashion sector of the e-commerce sphere, WAAM is a unique  platform 
which combines the innovative ability for retailers to get detailed, 
transparent access to shopping habits and the requirements of particular 
consumers with the ability for shoppers to retain full control over the usage 
and monetization of their personal data. 
  
No other platform is known to collectively allows users to shop by body 
shape, utilize and benefit from a peer-to-peer second-hand marketplace, 
and control and monetize their personal digital data while enjoying a 
customizable shopping and social media experience. Believing in the 
power of a transparently, directly connected ecosystem, WAAM also 
provides for the retailer/brand side of the e-commerce market community, 
enabling usage of its unique Retail Power Tool (RPT) to grant retailers and 
brands a cutting-edge analysis tool to optimize their marketing operations. 
The combination of these features, functions, and tools elevates WAAM 
above its competition by providing a one-stop-shop for all those in the 
fashion e-commerce world. 
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Business Model 
WAAM’s benefits and revenue-generation structure for the platform 

and its associated apps within its portfolio are divided as follows 
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WAAM 
- Revenues from transactions made with WAAM token within the ecosystem 
- Revenues from the usage of the RPT / Databases

Apps using the WAAM protocol 
- Revenues from access to the app’s database 
- Revenues from retailers accessing the app users base 
- Access to new users in other apps linked to the WAAM platform.  

                         Will help to increase the app users base



Roadmap  
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… 
Q1 2017 

Q3 2017  
… 

Q1 2018 

Q2 2018 

Q4 2018 

… 

Q1 2019 

Q2 2019 

Q3 2019 

Q4 2019 
  

… 

Q1 2020 

Q2 2020 

Q3 2020 

Q4 2020 

…

Integration of WAAM with additional apps

Official launch of the WAAM platform

Retail- Power-Tool launch Release the “Price Tracking” feature

WAAM Beta ReleaseMarketing efforts for WAAM

inFASH was founded 

First version of inFASH app was 
published on the app stores

WAAM was established
WAAM and inFASH joined forces              

in a strategic partnership

WAAM and FahionTV joined forces          
in a strategic partnership

WAAM Whitepaper

WAAM Alpha Release                          
Reward Mechanism

Integration of InFash features 
with WAAM

WAAM’s Wallet Integration into  
partners’ apps

WAAM Platform development

High-Level Architecture published
WAAM Smart Contract 

development

Fund Raising Token Generation Event

Roadmap



Team  
  

Eli Chervinski Founder

Eli is a serial entrepreneur that brings over 25 years of 
communications, advertising and marketing 
experience. Prior to Founding WAAM and inFASH, he 
Co-Founded Appnext a leading mobile discovery 
platform that connects over 500M users daily to the 
apps and services they need.  

                                        

                                        

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

                                       

Looking at the world around him,  searching constantly for basic things that could change the way 
we go about our lives Eli founded inFASH in order to change the way people shop for fashion and 
WAAM in order to return the power over digital footprint back to its original owner, the user. While 
at the same time providing retailers with access to data they could never access before

Assi Zichlinski CEO

Former CEO of MaxData, a disruptive global 
blockchain based eCommerce platform; a veteran 
investment banker and a corporate advisor with a 
vast knowledge of cryptocurrency economics and 
technological aspects, Assi held senior positions at 
publicly listed companies as well as in successful 
innovative start-up.

                                             

                                           

                                          

                                          

                                          

                                          

                                                                  

Assi holds a BSc in Electrical Engineering and has completed his MBA studies with excellence. In 
addition - his strong technical and managerial skills were complemented by his service in the elite 
technological unit of the Israeli army intelligence corps. 

Adi Wasserman TGE Marketing 
& Coordination

With over 15 years of C-Level experience as CMO, 
COO, and CEO in multidisciplinary companies, Adi 
brings a wealth of experience in seeing things 
through from conception to fruition, combined with 
an optimistic, logical, creative, and a proven out of 
the box problem-solving approach.   

   

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                    

Adi holds an MBA from the Tel Aviv University and lecturing CS and Finance in the IDC university 
for over 10 years. 
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Shimon Ben Harosh CTO

Former CTO of MaxData, a disruptive global 
blockchain based eCommerce platform, Shimon is a 
technical leader with 18 years of experience working 
in top-tier enterprise companies (Microsoft, Applied 
Material) as well as innovative startups. Shimon’s 
expertise in software architecture design, platform 
and services selection, and analysis and cloud 
computing have been utilized in many projects he 
helped lead, covering networking, automation 
systems, POS kiosk, Survey system, and cloud-based 
backend infrastructure for high volume commercial 
apps with millions of users.

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           


Shimon holds a B.A. in computer science from the Technion – the Israeli Institute of Technology, 
and Master’s in Business Management from Bar-Ilan University

Natalya Menshikova Director Of 
Marketing

Natalya is an internationally experienced director of 
Digital Media and Marketing with a proven record in 
the broadcast media industry and fashion. 
For the last 9 years, Natalya has been in charge of all 
content and media of the global FashionTV network, 
including 13 TV channels, millions of subscribers on 
social media, OTT, paid TV, generating sales of over 
100M$. Natalya is a strong marketing professional 
with an MBA focused in Marketing Management 
General from Lauder Business School. Skilled in 
Investor Relations, Advertising, Communication, 
Mobile Applications, and Media Relations.

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            


Natalya was the CMO for the  FTV Coin Deluxe, FashionTV's ICO, dubbed the biggest branded 
ICO. Throughout the last year she's in high demand as a speaker in conferences dealing with 
fintech, blockchain, branding and media marketing.
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Emma Raz Head of 
Business 
Development

Emma, a fashionista at heart, has an extensive 
background of leading new business and opening 
markets. With 7 years of considerable experience in 
business development, having worked with both up-
and-coming startups and major international 
corporations focused mainly on mobile and 
eCommerce in various industries, including retail, 
security, gaming, and entertainment.

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           

                                           


Emma holds a B.A with a double major in Business Management and East Asian Studies from the 
Hebrew University. A Masters in Chinese Law from the School of Oriental and African Studies in 
London. Both of which she finished with honors, as well as a publication with Queens Mary Law 
Journal.

Matthew Renta Product 
marketing

An experienced marketer of groundbreaking 
blockchain-related ventures, Matthew has gained 
extensive experience covering all aspects of the 
crypto sphere.  

  
Matthew is an active contributor for some of the 
major crypto publications, with his extensive op-eds 
published regularly.

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        


Rostyslav Bortman Blockchain 
architect

Top graduate of the Blockchain Department at 
DataRoot Labs in Kiev, Rostyslav role as a senior 
developer attributed him with a vast knowledge of 
blockchain technology architectural structures and 
arbitration mechanisms.

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

Máté Simon Developer

With extensive software development experience 
and involvement in large scale projects, Máté’s skills 
i n c l u d e n o t o n l y f r o n t e n d a n d b a c k e n d 
development, but also high level proficiency in smart 
contract development.
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       Advisory Board  

Raviv Harari Community 
Manager

Raviv comes from a strong financial background and 
has exceptional analytical and marketing skills. He 
has entered the Blockchain and crypto scene roughly 
6 years ago, playing numerous roles at very high 
profile ventures. Raviv is a marketing wiz and his 
expertise are strongly exercised through branding, 
social marketing, and large-scale marketing 
campaign management.

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

                                         


Ethan Stufflebeam Content Writer

A Political Science student at the IDC Herzliya with 
an aspiration to bridge the gap between politics and 
blockchain technology, Ethan has years of experience 
in content writing and marketing, with a focus on the 
fields of blockchain and cryptocurrency.

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        


Professor Valérie Moatti
Faculty Dean at ESCP Europe, focusing on 
innovation strategies in the fashion industry

Faculty Dean at ESCP Europe Paris Campus, a 
professor in the Information and Operations 
Management department, and an academic director 
of “Lectra Chair - Fashion & Technology" since 2014.   

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        


Prof. Moatti has a demonstrated history of working not only in the higher education industry, but 
also in large corporations, benefiting from her vast knowledge encompassing Sustainable 
Development, Supply Chain Management, Strategy, and technological innovations for the fashion 
industry.
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Ophir Gertner 
Founder at Smartologic Technologies 

A blockchain Advisor and entrepreneur at heart, 
Ophir has a strong track record of developing 
market-leading products. Chosen as one of the top 
blockchain influencers in Israel in 2017, Ophir is 
renowned in the blockchain industry and is 
considered to be one of the most sought-after 
advisors for decentralized projects. 

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        


Virginia Reyna Dunne
Co-Founder at CryptoCafe TV

With both a degree in Visual Communications from 
the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising in 
L.A and a business management degree from the 
University of Maryland in Germany, Virginia served as 
the Public Relations Editor for FIDM MODE and 
continued to host several AfterBuzz TV programs. 
Today, Virginia produces “The Crypto Cafe” TV show, 
covering live events related to the industry, and aired 
on FOX.

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

Amir Zilberman
CTO Worthy.com | Former CEO Showbox | Former GM AOL Israel/CTO AOL Video

Amir helped transforming AOL (currently part of 
Verizon) from a traditional publisher to the second 
largest online video property. Amir was responsible 
for all video aspects at aol including mobile, OTT and 
web. 
Since joining Showbox Amir led it to a successful 
launch with major customers like the United Nations 
and P&G. Amir was leading Showbox to the next 
milestone of building the first of its kind crypto-
backed creative community powered by the same 
ground breaking technology that Showbox 
developed for five years.

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        


Today Amir serves as the CTO of worthy a  premier online auction house for diamonds, diamond 
jewelry and luxury timepieces.

With over 20 years experience Amir held leading roles in startups, mid sized companies and large 
corporates. His experience spans web companies, media companies, e-commerce, enterprise 
software and more
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John Lewis
CMO TokenTarget

John Lewis is a world-leading expert in performance-
based digital marketing within the blockchain and 
fintech sectors. As a successful serial entrepreneur, 
John has co-founded winning international brands 
such as CONVERSION PROS , TokenTarget , 
AFFILICHAIN and AdexChain in which he now plays 
an active director level role. 

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        


Dror Lupu
CEO at Smartologic Technologies | Founder at FlatShares

Dror has vast experience in consulting ventures 
entering the blockchain and crypto spheres. During 
2017-2018, he played an integral role in launching 
several very successful ICOs across major industries, 
including finance, music, esports, and real-estate. 

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        


Omer Mohaban
Co-Founder & Co-CEO at Synapse Group

One of the founders of Synapse group, research & 
analysis firm specializing in tactical & strategic media 
communications. Omer acquired many skills in the 
business field due to his various positions and roles 
he played, including VP in a Venture Capital fund, 
CMO at an app development and accelerator firm. 
Omer has entered the crypto scene a few years back 
and has had the chance to participate in numerous 
projects, especially in their fundraising phase.

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        


Roy Tsafir
CEO at MAiCO

Roy holds a B.A. in Business Administration from IDC 
and has been in the financial sector for more than a 
decade. His interest in the Blockchain world was 
ignited by the cryptocurrency markets and the 
technology behind it took him deeper down the 
rabbit hole.  He brings his great Biz Dev capabilities 
to the table.
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Risk Factors & Legal Disclaimer  

The company operates in accordance with the principles of GDPR and is in 
the process of bringing its practice up to full compliance with applicable 
data protection legislation. 

Please note that this is a summary of the “Legal Considerations, Risks, and 
Disclaimer” document which can be found in www.waamtoken.io  (the 
“Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” document) and which you 
must read in full before: (i) making use of this White Paper and any and all 
information available on the website(s) of WAAM Limited (the “Company”) 
and/or (ii) participating in the Company’s token sale outlined in this White 
Paper (the “Token Sale”). Any undefined capitalized terms below shall have 
the meaning set out in the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” 
document. This summary should not be relied on in place of reading the 
“Legal Considerations, Risks, and Disclaimer” document in full. 

The “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” document, the full 
version of which can be found at www.waamtoken.io , applies to this White 
Paper and any and all information available on the Website. The contents 
of the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” document outlines the 
terms and conditions applicable to you in connection with (i) your use of 
this White Paper and of any and all information available on the Website; 
and/or (ii) your participation in the Token Sale, in each case in addition to 
any other terms and conditions that we may publish from time to time 
relating to this White Paper, the Website and the Token Sale (such terms 
hereinafter referred to as the “Terms”).  
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THE “Legal 
Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” SECTION CAREFULLY. WE RECOMMEND 
YOU CONSULT A LEGAL, FINANCIAL,TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL 
ADVISOR(S) OR EXPERTS FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE PRIOR TO 
PARTICIPATING I N THE WAAM TOKEN SALE OUTLINED IN THIS  WHITE PAPER
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The information set forth in the “Legal Considerations, Risks and 
Disclaimer” document may not be exhaustive and does not imply any 
elements of a contractual relationship. While we make every reasonable 
effort to ensure that all information: (i) in this White Paper; and (ii) available 
on the Website (all the information in the White Paper and all information 
available on the Website hereinafter referred to as the “Available 
Information”) is accurate and up to date, such material in no way 
constitutes professional advice. The Company does not recommend 
purchasing Tokens for speculative investment purposes. Tokens do not 
entitle you to any equity, governance, voting or similar right or entitlement 
in the Company or in any of its affiliated companies. Tokens are sold as 
digital assets, similar to downloadable software, digital music and the like. 
The Company does not recommend that you purchase Tokens unless you 
have prior experience with cryptographic tokens, blockchain-based 
software and distributed ledger technology and unless you have taken 
independent professional advice.  

All participants that are willing to purchase tokens equal to 10,000 EUR and 
above will require to be identified by providing to the company a valid 
passport copy and receive a confirmation from the company. 

Citizens, nationals, residents (tax or otherwise) and/or green card holders of 
any jurisdiction which prohibits the possession, dissemination or 
communication of the Available Information and/or prohibits participation 
in the Token Sale or the purchase of Tokens or any such similar activity 
(collectively the “Restricted Jurisdictions”) or any other Restricted Persons 
are not permitted to participate in the Token Sale. The term “Restricted 
Persons” refers to any firm, company, partnership, trust, corporation, entity, 
government, state or agency of a state or any other incorporated or 
unincorporated body or association, association or partnership (whether or 
not having separate legal personality) that is established and/or lawfully 
existing under the laws  
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of a Restricted Jurisdiction (including in the case of United States of 
America, under the federal laws of the United States of America or under 
the laws of any of its States). Tokens may not be resold to purchasers who 
are citizens, nationals, residents (tax or otherwise)and/or green card 
holders of Restricted Jurisdictions or to Restricted Persons or to purchasers 
in any other jurisdiction where the purchase of Tokens may be in violation 
of applicable laws.You are not eligible to purchase any Tokens in the Token 
Sale if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of a 
Restricted Jurisdiction or you are a Restricted Person. You represent and 
warrant that you are not: (i) a citizen or resident of a geographic area in 
which access to or use of the Tokens and/or the Services is prohibited by 
applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or administrative act; (ii) a citizen 
or resident of, or located in, a geographic area that is subject to U.S. or 
other sovereign country sanctions or embargoes; or (iii) an individual, or an 
individual employed by or associated with an entity, identified on the U.S. 
Department of Commerce Denied Persons or Entity List, the U.S. 
Department of Treasury’s Specially Designated Nationals or Blocked 
Persons Lists, or the U.S. Department of State’s Debarred Parties List. You 
agree that if your country of residence or other circumstances change 
such that the above representations are no longer accurate, that you will 
immediately cease using the Tokens and/or our intended services.  

In no event shall the Company or any current or former Company 
Representatives be liable for the Excluded Liability Matters (as such term is 
defined in the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” document).  

The Company does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, 
any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any 
entity or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in 
relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information 
set out in the Available Information. 

You should carefully consider and evaluate each of the risk factors and all 
other information contained in the Terms before deciding to participate in 
the Token Sale. 

Technical considerations 
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